Create

Change

Celebrate all our
different gifts

+

Join a network for
social change

What change do you
want to see?

NETWORKS

11/11/22

3/11/22

15/11/22

COMMUNICATE - Share information, get inspired
and ﬁnd out what’s happening:

7/11/22

Websites // Newsletter // Twitter // Facebook // Event Listings // Publish // Subscribe // Readings // Research

16/11/22

CNTV

Toolkits

Coordinate

• We all belong
• We are all equal

Get involved in
Citizen Network

• We are all different

Board

Connect & Discover

COOPERATE - Work with others to do the practical
work to create the tools we need:
Shared platforms // New Projects // New Funding Models //
Services // Training // Publications // Social Enterprise

COORDINATE - Join our democratic non-proﬁt and
global cooperative to guide alongside:
Avivo // Citizen Network Research // iDirect // Ikinori //
KaksPy Oy // KVPS // Loiste Interactive // Opus Indendents //
PFG Doncaster // Puzzle // Radical Visions // Self Directed
Futures and many individual members

LIBRARIES
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Work together to
create what we need

Share what you’ve
learned

Building
Shared
Platforms

New
Projects
Funding
Products

Maps

What do you want
others to know?

Communicate

CitizenFest // We Are One // Festival of Debate // No Labels
No Walls // Festival of Inclusion // CNTV

UBI Lab Network // Neighbourhood Democracy Movement
// Rethinking Organisations // Self Directed Support
Network // Keys to Citizenship

Members

What role is
right for you?

CREATE - Do something new, take action and
celebrate together in our cooperative events:

CHANGE - Join one of our growing networks and
help create the world we need:

Cabinet

Core Values

CONNECT & DISCOVER - Join Citizen Network and
ﬁnd out how you can share your gifts with others:
Member // Peer Supporter // Activist // Researcher // Donor //
Innovator // Ambassador // Recruiter // Campaigner // Trainer
// Group // Entrepeneur // Coordinator // Producer

Calendar
1/11/22

CORE VALUES - We work to create a world where
everyone matters, inspired by three beliefs:
1. Everyone is absolutely equal
2. Everyone is wonderfully different
3. Everyone truly belongs
So we must create the inclusive communities we all need

What action can you
take today?

CitizenFests

Citizen Network

Who do you want to
work with?

Cooperate

Services

Citizen Network is a space for citizens,
inspired by the Athenian agora. It is
designed to help create a world where
everyone matters. It helps people to come
together to learn how to be a citizen, to
share, to learn, to take action and to
organise. It is a cooperative space,
designed so that people have the
freedom to express their unique gifts; but
also so that they can connect with others
and take action to create a world where
everyone’s gifts are recognised.
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